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Abstract: As climate change and energy crises increase, NPK (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) fertilizer supply chains become more volatile. Globally, the Russian attack on Ukraine has caused the cost of gas to rise and fertilizer supplies to decline. This aggression may worsen the energy and wheat resource crisis in global supply chains. As a result of the escalation of hostilities, natural gas, oil, and coal prices have rapidly increased. In the years preceding the conflict, the agricultural sector had already begun to suffer, caused by unprecedented increases in the prices of natural gas and raw materials for the production of fertilizers stemming from Russian manipulation, especially in the gas market. Prior to the growing season, farmers were still unable to afford fertilizer prices. This situation will be exacerbated by the war. We can conclude from our results that European countries and the United States have high wheat production potential. Developed countries have significant nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium fertilizer resources. Ukraine has a large yield gap, ranging between 4.5 and 7 Mg/ha. Wheat supply crises can be caused by tense geopolitical affairs, including military aggression and economic embargoes. Based on this, we recommend that decision-makers focus on crop quality to increase the country’s own production.
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1. Introduction

By promoting and implementing a sustainable agricultural management model, the use of chemical plant protection products and mineral fertilizers can be rationalized. The share of natural fertilizers and biological plant protection methods can also be increased. Various regions of the world experience soil contamination because of improper use of artificial fertilizers, calcium, and plant protection products [1,2]. Pesticides and artificial fertilizers have been reduced by almost half in winter wheat cultivation (down to almost none). Promoting and implementing the sustainable agriculture model result in the rational use of chemical plant protection products and mineral fertilizers. In addition, there is a greater share of natural fertilizers and biological plant protection methods [3,4]. In Ukraine, one of the world’s largest wheat exporters, the war has increased wheat prices, among other things. Food production must be freed from over-dependence on fossil fuels and imports in response to the conflict [5,6]. Ukrainian cereal production including wheat was 24.9 million Mg before the outbreak of the war. The Russian invasion of Ukraine has caused an interference, especially in the gas market. In the years preceding the conflict, the agricultural sector had already begun to suffer, caused by unprecedented increases in the prices of natural gas and raw materials for the production of fertilizers stemming from Russian manipulation, especially in the gas market. Prior to the growing season, farmers were still unable to afford fertilizer prices. This situation will be exacerbated by the war. We can conclude from our results that European countries and the United States have high wheat production potential. Developed countries have significant nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium fertilizer resources. Ukraine has a large yield gap, ranging between 4.5 and 7 Mg/ha. Wheat supply crises can be caused by tense geopolitical affairs, including military aggression and economic embargoes. Based on this, we recommend that decision-makers focus on crop quality to increase the country’s own production.
However, export licenses were introduced for the export of wheat. This caused food prices to rise around the world. This is compounded by the fact that the international sanctions imposed on Russia will also make it difficult to buy Russian grain. This country is responsible for 35 percent of the world market for this grain, Ukraine for 12 percent, and Kazakhstan for 4 percent [10]. Wheat supplies from the Black Sea region have been suspended since the end of February. This has drastically increased their prices and affected food markets in countries dependent on imports, such as North Africa and the Middle East. Currently, there is export ban on wheat. The ban is in place, however, due to Russia’s military offensive in Ukraine, including the blocking of Ukrainian ports. Problems with importing agricultural goods from Ukraine have occurred. As a consequence, import-dependent countries may experience famine and the related migration of people. Fluctuations in winter wheat yield due to weather fluctuations. This occurs in a variety of climatic regions [11]. In a world where food shortages and rising inflation are more prevalent than ever, Indian warehouses are overcrowded with grain. Domestic farmers are gearing up for another record harvest. The country is the world’s second-largest producer of wheat, after China, according to the report, and has the potential to ship 12 million tons to the world market in 2022–23. Since India has experienced five record harvests, it can export its enormous surplus [12]. Virtually every market now needs to consider Indian wheat, especially Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. Indian wheat is a big opportunity for people from such poor countries. One of the most threatened countries is Egypt, which imports 86 percent of its whole wheat and 26 percent of its corn from Russia and Ukraine. Food subsidies are common in the countries of the region. For example, Egypt spends around $2.9 billion annually on food subsidies, mainly for bread [13]. According to nutritionists, consumers should eat local products, meaning those produced within 100 kilometers of where they live. FAO estimates indicate that malnutrition in the global population will increase to approximately 813 million people because of military activity, organic production, and exports in Ukraine [14].

We assessed a new approach for the winter wheat production index (Figure 1) and yield gap (Figure 2). A comparison of selected regions around the world was also conducted to determine the areas where NPK fertilizers (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) were most applicable (Figures 3–5).

![Figure 1. World wheat potential production.](image-url)
Figure 2. Gap yield for wheat in the World.

Figure 3. Global nitrogen application.

Figure 4. Global phosphorus application.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Yield Data Calculation

To calculate the weighted average harvested areas in the world over 30 years, information on the average harvested area and yields in each sub-national location was used (Figure 1), together with the observed coefficient of determination. Global and country numbers were averaged only for 53–79% of the global harvest areas where statistical models were significant \((p < 0.1)\). Overall, although we used a less restrictive \(p\)-value of 0.1, the selected models were generally significant at \(p = 0.05\) or less. The following data products are included for the total yield (Figure 6). The yield gap was estimated by comparing observed and achievable yields in climate-similar zones. The amount and consumption of fertilizer in each country and territory were compiled. Winter wheat application rates were then broken down into detailed maps of pasture and cultivation areas and compared to local and national nutrient consumption data. As part of these data, mineral fertilizers, manure, and atmospheric deposition were considered.

2.2. Climatic and Fertilization Data Proceeding

This manuscript uses a detailed long time series for crops to investigate how current climate variability has led to changes in wheat yields around the world. To determine to what extent fluctuations in yields were statistically explained by climate factors (temperature and rainfall), the linear and quadratic functions from the regression equation were
used. The regression model was performed for the world’s wheat-growing zones. Then, the coefficient of determination (R²), the linking function, and the qualitative parameters of the model as well as the regression residue were determined. The residue of the regression is unexplained changes in seasonal and annual temperature and precipitation [15–17]. A combination of spatial data on agricultural land use and fertilizer rates tabulated for individual crops or groups of crops were used in our approach. Cropland maps and pasture data were used to calculate national fertilizer application rates (EarthStat). Several FAO reports were consulted and verified. Data were harmonized with the FAO’s national nutrient consumption data. A preliminary estimate of global consumption of N, P₂O₅ and K₂O was calculated by multiplying fertilizer application rates by crop area. When the total amount of fertilizer consumed by crops exceeded (>95%) the FAO data, a procedure for scaling fertilizer application rates was applied. To match the consumption data, the fertilizer dosage data were scaled based on the country’s total sum. Because of the scaling limit of 25%, consistency with the FAO consumption dataset may have varied. In each country, we generated regression equations with the Akaike information criterion (AIC). We used regression models containing only temperature and only precipitation. The remainder of the model is unexplained yield variability. The average harvested area and harvest information from the 30-year study period at each national location were used along with the observed coefficient of determination to calculate national and global weighted average harvested areas. Bootstrapping was conducted to determine whether the inclusion of specific combinations of years would impact the overall national yield prediction at \( p = 0.01 \) and \( p = 0.05 \).

A full description is available at: http://www.earthstat.org/climate-variation-effects-crop-yields-maize-soybean-rice-wheat accessed on 1 July 2022. Geotiff files were downloaded for free from the website http://www.earthstat.org (accessed on 1 July 2022). A single crop, winter wheat, was filtered from various crops. We processed the datasets and overlaid them on a world map. Our layouts used Spatial Reference: GCS_WGS_1984, based on the D_WGS_1984. The cell size was 0.0833 degrees. A five-sheet minute grid was presented, with 4320 × 2160 cells per sheet. The map’s resolution was 10 km × 10 km. Earthstat.org provides a very detailed analysis of the nutrient application to major crops at http://www.earthstat.org/nutrient-application-major-crops (accessed on 1 July 2022). This website provides reproducible and free data.

Based on the reporting of local administrative units, the presented data did not contain unique data for each grid cell. The data were compiled using information from individual countries’ agricultural censuses. Therefore, data for all countries were not available (white areas on the maps). A Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International free license was used to collect data from earthstat.org. Winter wheat and NPK fertilizer production areas were mapped utilizing the QGIS program version 3.12 “Białowieża”. The forecast for future yields was based on climatic indexes and the change in wheat production.

3. Results and Discussion

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has caused commodity prices to rise sharply. Wheat becoming more expensive will undermine Middle Eastern budgets, possibly forcing subsidy cuts that could result in food shortages and even starvation. Russia is a major global supplier of fertilizer. As the crisis deepens, logistical flows may also be affected. Longer delivery times, transit detours, and higher ocean freight and insurance costs are likely. Imported goods will only be affected in two categories—oils, fats and animal and vegetable waxes, and edible raw materials, except fuels. Other product groups could be substituted relatively easily by Poland. In consequence, a conflict between these countries and the related losses in production and logistical difficulties could lead to an increase in cereal and oilseed prices worldwide.
3.1. The Fertilizer Production Supply Chain

Inappropriate use of artificial fertilizers and calcium substances, as well as plant protection products, leads to soil degradation [18–22]. In agriculture, the use of artificial and calcium fertilizers and pesticides has been reduced by almost half since the 1990s [23]. Wheat production has high potential in European countries and the United States, as shown in Figure 1. Many countries, including India and China, are plagued by barren and geotechnically degraded soils and poorly shaped humus layers. This method of management is especially important, given the current climate and energy policies of the European Union, as well as the commitments made regarding the share of renewable energy in its primary consumption. Figure 7 shows that yields in the studied countries changed by approximately 2% per year.

Figure 7. Wheat yield change rate.

According to the data obtained for the study of the yield gap for wheat production, Ukraine has the largest potential (Figure 2). In addition, the land for perennial plantations will have to be acquired in many countries. It is also necessary to verify and analyze the proposals to replace set-aside areas with legume crops. If setting aside land poses a threat to food security, a derogation would follow. Set-asides are conditional because the strategies of the new NPK fertilizer application policy have different legal statuses to achieve efficiency in their use [24]. The conflict is likely to lead to a further increase in their prices, including ammonium nitrate, phosphorus, and potassium. Disruptions in exports and European sanctions will significantly reduce supply. Russia is responsible for fertilizer distribution. It is the second-largest producer of potash. It is also one of the major players in phosphate and ammonium (NH₃) production [25].

The solution may be to diversify and disperse production and maintain small and medium-sized farms. It is also important to be more independent from the use of fertilizers employing precision farming, as the steppe agricultural areas in Ukraine [26] are becoming desertified [27]. Climate change [28], as a factor limiting agricultural production, must also be taken into account in the assessment of wheat resources [29–34], especially in terms of drought tolerance [35,36]. There are also serious threats to the supply of potash (potassium carbonate). Russia, like Belarus, is responsible for approximately 20 percent of world trade. Overall, the current conflict has the potential to fuel a new upward spiral in fertilizer prices. It will be especially marked for Brazil, the USA, Japan, France, and Poland (Figure 5).

3.2. Rising Fuel Prices and the Agricultural Energy Market

Currently, the Ukrainian–Russian conflict is causing serious problems for the energy market. The Russian oil industry is the second largest in the world. As oil prices rise,
vegetable oils and oilseeds become more valuable. Increasing fuel prices are also a consequence of the conflict. The natural gas supply for Western Europe is dependent on Russia, as is the gas supply for Ukraine as well. Natural gas storage facilities in the European Union are supplied by pipelines located in Belarus, Ukraine, Poland, and Germany. This deficit will cause natural gas prices to increase if the flow of natural gas to Poland decreases, which will inevitably lead to high fertilizer prices. As shown in Figure 4, the greatest amount of phosphorus is applied in European countries, India, Mexico, the United States, and China. These countries will face higher costs of production regardless of whether they are producers or use their own resources. A phosphorus deficiency may also be present in these regions. To address this issue, these countries should develop an application plan that optimizes phosphorus fertilizer use. The macroeconomic impact of trade disruptions may be limited in theory. This study emphasizes the specific commodity structure of imports from Russia (oil and gas) and Ukraine (agricultural products and metals), which reflects the structure and role of these economies. Fertilizer prices could be reduced by maintaining energy prices and opening fertilizer trade internationally.

3.3. Conflict and Economic Consequences for the Agri-Food Economy

High food prices played a role in the outbreak of local revolts and protests that led to the Syrian food war [37,38]. Stagflation in Ukraine may result in even higher inflation and slower economic growth worldwide [39]. Notably, the problem with grain sales [40] is also caused by a reduction in animal production, especially pig production. Areas with pig bans produce not just meat, but also plants [41]. In recent years, the first disturbing reports have appeared concerning the impact of war on the European Union (EU) and global food supply chains [42], including possible shortages in production [43,44], exports, and further production and fertilizer consumption [45,46]. The EU is currently focusing on short-term remedies and will consider medium-term remedies later. One of them may be the use of legumes to reduce the use of nitrogen fertilizers [47]. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) estimates that while for Europe, the Americas, or a large part of Asia it will simply mean an inconvenient rise in the prices of bakery and flour products, Africa (especially the northern countries) and the Middle East may face hunger. Supply disruptions could affect 8–13 million people. Food availability in many countries may be severely affected by the war in Ukraine and the disruption of food supply chains, especially wheat. Wheat imports are especially important to those who rely solely on imported grains. Despite the threat of mass displacement of the population, it is too early to say that this crisis will lead to a doomed migration. We live in uncertain times, and countermeasures are still possible. High variability in wheat yields over small areas has been reported. However, the greatest variability was reported in the United States. In contrast, a large effect of more than 0.75 was found for European countries (Figure 6).

3.4. The Current Market and Geopolitical Situation—General Opinion on Solutions for the Wheat Supply Crisis

In light of the war in Ukraine, which poses a real threat to Europe’s food security, the Council of Agriculture Ministers of the EU discussed the war’s impact on EU agriculture. Increasing agricultural production in Europe and around the world can provide food aid in many ways. The following help is offered:

(a) Creating expert groups on behalf of the Commission to focus on certain issues in the current situation, e.g., support types provided, crisis preparedness, a group for important production and livestock sectors;

(b) Announcing the EC’s work on implementing market-related exceptional measures that need to be established and finalized as soon as possible to provide aid;

(c) Unlocking the potential of agricultural production, referring to currently important crops (the production cycle does not currently cover all crops), i.e., protein crops, especially for livestock feed; it is proposed to plant protein crops on fallow land.
Agricultural industries such as energy and fertilizer may be disrupted by the Ukrainian invasion, according to EU agricultural ministers. World prices have risen sharply since the conflict began. The model of nutrition that prevails in the world plays a crucial role in fighting hunger and poverty. In response, food and agricultural subsidies should be redirected to support transition in affluent countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity loss. A significant reduction in fertilizer and pesticide use would be achieved. As a result, greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity loss would also be drastically reduced. It would also require less fertilizer and pesticide, and existing fertilizers and pesticides would be more effective and less harmful.

The new nutritional model takes an organic, regenerative approach. The system would also result in less waste and excess production, and it would focus on providing a healthy diet to the world. It also affects markets where recent trends have shown historically high prices for key commodities and products. This increase can be attributed to the conflict in Ukraine. Map 7 shows that the wheat supply chain for India, one of the largest importers of this grain from Ukraine, could be distorted. A potential primary reason is the notable increase in wheat production in the Middle East (Figure 7).

3.5. The Effects of Climate Change on Global Wheat Production

A permanent and long-term threat to wheat production has been discussed by scientists [48]. Depending on the economic situation, including slowdowns or crises, price fluctuations may last 1–2 years. While climate change can have much fewer short-term effects, extreme weather events, water scarcity, and degradation of lands are more serious long-term impacts. Heat also adversely affects the physiology of crops, which, together with increasingly severe droughts, will lead to further drops in cereal yields. Europe has experienced a threefold increase in losses over the past 50 years [49,50]. According to FAO recommendations, to reduce conflict-induced shocks and remain resilient, countries that depend on food imports from Ukraine and the Russian Federation should find alternative wheat export suppliers [51,52]. The limiting factor for wheat exports in a military crisis is the agrotechnological level. A suitable exception is Germany, with its wheat export capacity not declining substantially. However, countries including: Romania, Bulgaria, and Poland have lost export opportunities of 30% as compared to the situation prior to the war [53]. This is supported by the fact that the yield gap for Germany was 1.5 t/ha. Conversely, for Romania, Bulgaria and Poland, it ranged from 2.8 to 3.9 t/ha (Figure 2). Factors varying wheat production were also visible at the administrative level, as shown in Map 6 (Figure 6).

Annual per-capita wheat consumption can decline by 0.59% once the price of wheat increases by 1% [54]. Countries by food security situation and wheat share in daily total dietary energy per person consumption are: Afghanistan (61%) and Yemen (45.8%). Moderate food insecurity is recorded in Tajikistan (43.6%) and Egypt (35.3%). The results proved that these countries are exposed to the dynamics of changes in wheat production. Confirmation of the wheat shortage is evident in our map (Figure 6).

Based on Map 8, climate forecasts indicate fairly stable wheat cropping conditions (precipitation and temperature) for Ukraine (Figure 8). Another important producer and exporter like Russia may demonstrate these conditions being disturbed. For food security, stable climatic adaptation measures are important to maintain food systems in the event of a military threat in Ukraine.
4. Summary

Global solutions to food and energy shortages need to be developed. This is especially relevant to food policy in the nations that lead grain production. By releasing accumulated wheat stocks, producers could increase their exports. Another important issue is reducing oil prices to decrease the cost of fuel, fertilizer, and supplies. Governments have to offer nutritional or financial and protective assistance to their citizens during the escalating energy crisis. The case study demonstrated that the countries leading wheat production are applying NPK fertilizers in substantial volumes. Our meta-analysis indicated that there is reasonable potential for ongoing cultivation, and only climate change could reduce wheat output. We intend to continue studying the development of wheat production and conduct an in-depth analysis of this issue. The course of the armed conflict in Ukraine and the impact of other factors that may disrupt the supply chain of this grain will be taken into account. We will also consider the impact of climatic factors and scenarios on wheat production. Only from such a time-expanded perspective will it be possible to provide full conclusions.
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